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Half of those infected will get AIDS
by Monica Wilcox
Staff Writer
November 1984 marked the
first known case of AIDS (ac-
quired immune deficiency syn-
drome), in Maine. According to
health officials, today there are
50 cases in the state.
Dr. Michael C. Bach, from
the Department of Infectious
Diseases at the Maine Medical
Center in Portland, called AIDS
"an epidemic that's sweeping
the world."
"An estimated 100,000 people
now have AIDS," he said,
"and at the present time we do
not have the cure."
Bach was one of four guest
lecturers at a four hour program
titled "A Conference on the
Biomedical Aspects of
AIDS," held in Hutchins
Concert Hall yesterday at the
University of Maine.
Focusing his discussion
primarily on one of the newest
chemotherapeutic ,agents
against AIDS, a treatment call-
ed azidothymidine (AZT), Bach
said he is in favor of broaden-
ing the usage of the drug, but
it does have drawbacks.
"It's the first bright light on
the horizon," he said, "but
because it's toxic, not everyone
can use it."
Given AZT to a patient every
four hours. Bach said, it has
Conference
deemed a
success
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
A conference on the biomedical
aspects of AIDS was presented
Thursday at the Hutchins Concert
Hall.
The conference was started and
organized by graduate students in
microbiology, and graduate students
from other departments.
• "This was strictly a student ef-
fort," said Dr. Bruce Nicholson,
chairman of the board of
microbiology. "Peter Flanagan and
Tim Lyden were the two who organiz-
ed the speakers and the program. The
role the department played was to
provide financial support."
According to Flanagan, the con-
ference was held because, "So far this
part of Maine has been able to ignore
the AIDS epidemic because of the
small number of cases."
"The target group is essentially,
anyone associated with the universi-
ty, public health, health care profes-
sionals, and the concerned public.
The people whit" attended are pretty
well distributed between those
groups." he said.
The conference began at 12:30,
with an opening lecture by Dr. Fred
Woldarski, of the Dahl-Chase
Pathologists of Bangor, titled "An
Epidemiological Overview of AIDS."
The conference finished at 5 p.m.
with Dr. George F. Grady, of the
Massachusetts Department of Public
Health, who spoke on Public health
management of AIDS.
Other speakers included, Dr. Scott
Hammer, of the New England
Deaconess Hospital in Boston, and
Dr. Michael Bach of the Maine
Medical Center in Portland.
Flanagan said, "We wanted people
to speak who are involved with AIDS,
and could speak with authority and
clarity."
proved successful in many
circumstances.
Bach said for some patients
it lowered their temperatures,
improved memory and muscle
function, some gained weight
and overall it made them feel
better.
"It has proven to prolong sur-
vival," he said.
Many people may have the
AIDS virus and not even know
the symptoms, he said, and
some may experience the very
minor affects.
"Often patients have very lit-
tle in the way of symptoms,"
Bach said. "They may complain
of a small headache or short-
"Nine groups sponsored the sym-
posium, evenly divided between student
organizations, academic groups and the
administration," Flanagan said.
The groups are: the student senate,
Graduate Student Board, President Dale
Lick, Vice President Charles Tarr, Vice
President Thomas Aceto, Cutler Health
Center, the Department of Sociology
and Social Work, and the School of
Nursing.
"The turnout was what we had hoped
for, but more than we expected. The
number of students and public was very
flattering," Lyden said.
An estimated 600 people were in at-
tendance at the conference.
ness of breath and often times
it is diagnosed as an old virus
infection."
According to Bach, some of
the symptoms of AIDS are
memory loss, poor concentra-
tion, confusion, depression,
mental slowing, agitation and
hallucinations.
"Were also seeing aids related
to muscular, heart, kidney and
brain diseases," he said.
"Fifty percent of individuals
who are infected with the virus
will go on to develop AIDS,"
Bach said. "It's a very
dangerous virus. Everyone with
the virus is potentially at
risk."
According to Flanagan, the number of
AIDS cases in Maine has doubled in the
past month, and almost tripled in the
past year.
"There have been only 50 cases in
Maine, a relatively small number but
progressing faster than the national
average," Flanagan said.
Lyden said, "Given the success of the
confeience, I feel that we will hold
another AIDS conference in the future.
We hope that this conference and the
university will lead to a focus of infor-
mation in this part of the state."
"We feel that the community as a
whole could learn from this con-
ference," Flanagan and Lyden both
added.
Dr. George Grady, from the
Massachusetts Department of
Public Health, who also lec-
tured on the topic, said people
want an "either/or" situation.
"Either we're all going to die,
or it's someone else's pro-
blem," he said. "Everyone is
paying for this devastation."
Grady said the importance
lies in the communication.
"We need to tell people on a
personal level," he said. "The
disease has momentum.
"Right now, for a nation as
a whole, about one-half of one
percent is infected with the
virus," Grady said. "It's real
and it's growing."
York Village,
much more than
just a dorm
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer
Students searching for a cross betsvNn liv-
ing on and off campus should look into life
at York Village.
An alternative to traditional on-campus life,
York Village offers upperclass students "apart-
ment style living," said Lillian Stone, resi-
dent director.
There are 34 apartments in the village, each
housing a group of six upperclass students.
Application for admission is made by the
group with final decisions determined by a
point system.
Points are accumulated by class rank with
more points given to students with senior
status, then junior, then sophomore. Freshmen
cannot apply.
Other factors which affect point total is a
lifestyle change in the dorm a student lives in
or the 'designation of a student's room for in-
coming freshmen.
Stone said students returning to the village
have to re-apply for admission.
"You don't automatically get back in the
next year," she said. "You have to have at
least three students returning to the village.
They have to find the three additional students
and then apply."
Returning students without the necessary
number of roommates put their names in a
pool for possible match-up with other
students.
"You don't generally see students not able
to return if they really want to," Stone said.
David Field, a York Village resident, said the
advantages of life in the village outweigh any
disadvantages.
Constant contact with resident assistants,
many he termed "powerhungry," in the
dorms was cited by Field as the main reason
for his relocation.
"(At York Village) there is no strict control,
no feeling of constant supervision," he said.
"It is more like living at home or off cam-
pus."
(see YORK page two)
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Student government poll cancelled
A University of Maine student govern-
Merit poll scheduled for Thursday vsa,
cancelled because there were no
volunteers to coordinate the event.
Tamara Davis, chairperson a member
of the-Fair Elections and Practices Com-
mittee said, "I couldn't get anyone to
help me out — senators or students.
The poll is going to happen before the
end of this semester, Davis said.
This poll will consist of three ques-
*York 
lions and will be open to the entire stu-
dent body.
Two of these questions are a referen-
dum concerning the -student body opi-
nion on the issues of mandatory
freshman housing and the proposed stu-
dent fife fee.
The third questi* is part of an in-
itiative as to whether their should be a
special election for the position of presi-
dent of student government.
Student Government president
Christopher Boothby said, "If they vote
yes then there will bee spetial election
in the fall."
The general student senate adjourn-
ed Thursday, an hour and a half into -
thin weekly meeting.
. The lack of a quorum to debate and
vote on the Executive Budgetary Com-
mittee funding recommendations pro-
mpted the postponement.
Carl Robbins, president of the senate
said the reason for the absences was due
to prior commitments on the part of the
senators.
"The regular (Wednesday) meeting
was cancelled because of Maine Day, so
we had it tonight." Robbins said.
According to the members of EBC,.
the final budget recommendations for
the eight boards within student govern-
ment will be decided at the next senate
meeting.
The Doily)
Field said he admits the numbers rule
is sometimes violated. "You just have to
be discreet about it," he said.
Alcohol at parties is allowed, provid-
ed that at least one person in the apart-
ment is of legal drinking age and must
take the responsibility for verifying IDs,
Field said.
"For a keg party, all people living in
the apartment must be legal," he said.
Campus police are allowed to "drop
by" at any time to see how the patty is
going and can "shut down the party" if
they find illegal drinkinggoing on. Field
said.
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Stone said the concept of the village
is to treat students like responsible
adults, ,A step in the process leading to
life outside the campus environment.
"We have a more upper-class at-
mosphere," Stone said. "It breeds
responsibility."
Despite increasing numbers of up-
- perclass students opting for life off cam-
pus, the village has had no decrease in
popularity. Stone said.
"It is still a popular place to live,"
she said. "We've had a steady number of
applicants."
UAmerican HeartAssociation
Correction
In the April 23 issue of Daily
,Vfaine Campus the number of
cases sent to the conduct officer
was mistakent) reported in the ar-
ticle "Conduct office. Reslife to be
evaluated. " The correct number is
558. We regret the error.
SUNDAY WORSHIP
6:ao p.m. -
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Officer finds Bears Den a perfect fit
by Cynthia Morrow
Volunteer Writer
Police officer Harry Daulton loves a
challenge.
"1 used to fly airplanes, jump out of
airplanes, you name it and I've probably
done it," he said.
There have been many battles in
Daulton's life. He is a veteran of three
major wars.
He fought in World War II and the
Korean and Vietnam wars.
However, the only challenges Harry
faces now are Thursday nights at the
Bears Den.
It's 10 p.m. on a Thursday night and
students are already starting to pile into
the Bears' Den. Although there are on-
ly 170 seats, some 360 students can be
seen partying at the Den, drinking cold
brews and listening to the Talking Heads.
Daulton is in charge of keeping things
under control tqpight and every night.
He occupies a stool at the entrance of
the Den wearing blue and brass.
The Den, located in the Memorial
Union, is a college hangout of Univer-
sity of Maine students.
"My job is to mainly keep the minors
from drinking too heavily," chuckled
Daulton.
He has been at the Den for three years.
"He appears to be working out well.
I have received good reports and the
students seem to like him a lot." said
Alan Reynolds, director of the UMaine
Department of Public Safety.
"The kids are great and they never
cause too much trouble," said
Daulton.
"The only problems I actually en-
counter is the high school kids who
come into the Union and vandalize the
place, " he said. "The college students
don't bother me much.'
Following 23 years in the Navy,
Daulton spent time as a police officer in
Boston.
"On the lust day my uniform didn't
fit; but I went out on the beat
anyway." Daulton said. It's a good
thing he did.
"I was out in front of a bank robbery
holding my gun because it didn't fit in
my holster, " he recalled. "When the
robber ran out of the bank I stood there
and said, 'Drop your gun or I'll shoot
and I'm a better shot: so he dropped the
gun.
"I received a citation the next day and
even got a uniform that fit perfectly."
Daulton said he soon tired of the city
life and returned to Maine. He is certain-
ly no stranger to the UMaine campus.
Born and raised in Milford, the future
policeman attended Old Town High
School.
"From eighth grade on I was taking
 at UMaine," he said.
"I love the students and they are real-
ly responsible. In fact I'm not looking
forward to summer because it gets bor-
ing around here," he commented.
The Den has a reputation as a place
to relax and have fun. Surprisingly, there
are not many fights in the Den. -
"I attribute the lack of fights to
Daulton's Law," commented Den
supervisor Mike Morin.
According to Assistant Director of
Residential Life, Russ Meyer, "I think
the students are intimidated by Harry's
presence and therefore don't start pro-
blems."
Students at the Den enjoy talking with
Daulton. In fact one of his favorite ac-
tivities is filling in crossword puzzles
which he does at "his" barstool.
Senior Steve Dubinski said of the Den
patroler, "He's the nicest guy. When
you're in the Den he cruises in and meets
different people. And if things do start
to get out of control he's cool about
it.
°Harry is as much a part of UMaine
as the football and baseball teams,"
said junior Pat Sween
Daulton is worried
about student drinking
habits. "I like the kids,
but I think there is too
much alcoholism. "
"I also feel Residen-
tial Life policies should
be followed because
they comply with state
laws," he said.
"Every time there is
a party it is the same
group. They come in
here on Thursday
nights and head
elsewhere the other
evenings, but it is just
about always the same
group." he
commented.
For Daulton, Maine
is the only place to live.
"Compared to other
colleges UMaine is
pretty mellow. The on-
ly problems I en-
counter are high school
kids who come in and
vandalize the place,"
said Harry.
"The only thing I would change about
my job is the paper work. We have to file
reports whenever something goes wrong
and that can be a pain in the butt,"
he said.
However. Daulton plans to be in the
Den for quite a long tithe.
"In 20 years I'll only be 80 so we'll see
from there. I guess I'll probably keep this
job until I can no longer walk," he
id
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Susan J. Plourde
Graduation
I can finally see the light at the end
of the tunnel, (Cliche, I know, but
that's how I feel.)
The semester is winding down and
maybe, just maybe, I'll survive.
I'm even beginning to think that I
might graduate.
Just think...no more pencils, no
more books, no more teachers' dirty
looks...the anticipation is
overwhelming.
I certainly will miss some of the
.students here (particularly the band
of renegade writers at the The Daily
Maine Campus) and maybe even a
professor or two.
But the sadness of parting does not
diminish my building anticipation.
The thought of life without
research papers, add/drop lines and
final exams just sets my heart a-racin'.
What excites me the most is lice
thought of not spending any more
time in IBM HELL over at Fogler try-
ing to master personal computer
basics.
However, there are some things
about the possibility of graduating
that scare the •••• out of me.
A job, for instance...I suppose that
I will have to find one...eventually%
Although I have no great desire to
remain in the academic world. I also
have no desire to leave it for the "real"
world beyond the UMaihe campus.
I've already been out there so I
know what it is like. That is reason
why I escaped to academia in the first
place. It seemed easier somehow. But,
to my dismay, I discovered that it is
not -easier, just different.
School life and work life have their
own particular pressures, particular
problems.
Papers, grades, homework, money
problems and studying all contribute
to campus life pressures.
In the working world, the pressures',
stem from other sources.
No suicide breaks or Maine Days
to alleviate the strain. No spring or
summer vacations to bask in the sun.
_Iwo weeks isall you'll get, and as the
"low person on the totem pole,"
you'll be lucky to-get any time off at
all during the summer.
And if you think professors can be
demanding, some bosses can be even
more so.
Come to think of it, maybe
academia isn't so bad after all. Is it
too late to sign up for classes for next
semester?
It could be that the light that I see
at the end of the tunnel is the
headlight of an approaching train...
Susan J Plourde is a senior jour-
nalism major who is hoping to bask
in the sweet light of unemployment
for a while.
Even bugs sunbath. This grasshopper soaks up some rays atop a spring chrysanthemum.
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The Saints have a unique sound
Review
by Keith Brann
Volunteer Writer
Whether it's a paisley tie with a $300
Calvin Klein suit or Otis Redding plug-
ging "Hires" root beer, today's society
seems to be constantly borrowing from
the past to create its own identity.
Music is certainly no exception. REM
is considered by many people of the 60s
generation to be merely a reincarnation
of The Byrds.
Enter into the picture The Saints, bor-
rowing from both the near a'hd distant
past, as well as the present, creating a
unique sound; or at least a unique blend.
However, before dissecting their pre-
sent album .411 Fools Day, a brief history
lesson is in order,-because most of us
have never heard of The Saints before.
They have been in existence for over 10
years.
An Australian band formed by Chris
Bailey, a veteran of several garage bands,
The Saints scored big with Australia's
first and last punk hit, "I'm Strand-
ed. " Their first album came out the
following year, and they quickly became
a hit in Australia, England, 'the Euro-
pean continent, and Scandinavia, but re-
mained virtually unknown in the United
States. •-;,'
All Fools Day, The Saints' eighth
album, and third to be released in the
United States, is actually rather old.
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They recorded it in Wales in December
-1985-.--tes-frrst single, "Just Like Fire
Would," was released just about
everywhere except the United States in
May '86 with the album right on its heel.
End of history lesion. (Special thanks to
Michelle and.Lynn at TVT Records for
their help).
Now back to this unique sound, or
blend that is called The Saints. To begin
with, Chris Bailey's vocals are striking-
ly similar to those of Mick Jagger. To his
credit Bailey is a lot 'clearer (maybe he
has smaller lips). Continuing the Boni-
Mg Stones motif, bass and percussion on
songs such as "First Time' are very
reminiscent of pre- "Out' Of Our
Heads" Stones. Punk tinted guitars, lef-
tover from the band's beginnings, rise up
on "Temple of The Lord," "Big Hits
(On -The-Underground), " and "First
Time." And finally, completing this
unique blend is guitar work throughout
the album, especially on "Just Like Fire
Would," that could easily pass for
that of Billy Bragg. In fact, the opening
notes of "Just Like Fire Would" are
almost identical to "Greetings To The
New Brunette, " the big hit from Billy
Bragg's latest album.
Like all good singles thile days, "Just
Like Fire Would" has its own video on
MTV. It isn't anything great as far as
videos go, but it is interesting to note
that Chris Bailey is the only band
member to be seen in the video. He is
the nucleus of The Saints, much like
Mark Knopfler is with Dire Straits.
Bailey writes all the Songs and the music;
other band members, talented as they
are, come and go.
Other songs of interest on the album:
"See You in Paradise," a ballad which,
unless you listen carefully, ,you might
pass off as an outtake from "It's Only
Rock and Roll."
"Celtic Ballad" is a song heavily in-
fluenced by the country in which it was
recorded.
"How to Avoid Disaster" and "Blues
On My Mind, are interesting because
of their slower tempo, which brings out
Bailey's songwriting talents.
The lyrics are low key throughout, and
even though they don't choke the listener
with their message, they make strong
statements. There is no drivel here, writ-
ten with the hope that someday it may
be in a shoe ad, each song is a little piece
of our world as seen through the eyes of
one man. The Bragg-like guitars add
believability to the often somber lyrics.
I must have listened to All Fools Day
five times while writing this and not on-
ly did I not get sick of it, but I'm plann-
ing to buy it (well, maybe I'll tape it).
MEMORANDUM
TO: AM University of Maine Secretaries
FROM: An Appreciative Administration
Many, many thanks for all
your fine work.
Seniors: look what GMAC
has all wrapped up for you
GMAC, along with
Beacon, Cadillac and
Oldsmobile, want to put
you in the drivers seat of
a new car at a special
price and interest
rate. The GMAC College
Graduate Finance Plan
will give you a $400 rebate
or no payments for 90
days on a new car if you
have proof of employ-
ment, have no derogatory
credit references, meet
our low down payments
and are able to make
payments. And you
thought a new car-was
out of the question.
Air
BEACON CADILLAC
OLDSMOBILE JEEP
BAA143011
tit/1'E A NATIONAL
AllfIPORt
Seniors come see a Beacon, Cadillac
Oldsmobile dealer today to get that
special treatment you deserve.
Beacon--
CA Of LLAC -OLDSMOBILE -JEEP
r.e,rrN OD BANGOR irl 943 9430
OlOVACiaftECUAWY — TEEL IT
OPEN
450N. .SRI. 8 6
SAT. 5,5
ASK ABOUT
OUR DAILY
RENTALS'
' \
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Editorial
General Student Senate MessThe General Student Senate has made a Understand?
If not, don't feel bad. Neither did many of the senators.
So what's new?
,
mockery of itself once again.
Subsequently, the issue resurfaced at the next student
.. .,
This time, the controversy surrounds Christopher senate meeting.
Boothby and his voting record with respect to the $200 stu- This time, it was Mark Hagelin and Donald Landa who
dent life fee, brought up the matter.
During the last meeting of the ad hoe mandatory fee During the Hagelin/Landa show, the student senate
budgetary committee, Boothby voted in favor of a $126 fee, bickered back and forth for four hours about whether Hig-
Several senators, most notably Garry Higgins-and John gins' petition was a recall or an initiative.
O'Dea, immediately began screaming bloody murder. A recall allows the GSS to vote upon whether to im-
Apparently. Boothby ignored the results of a poll con- peach Boothby. If the student senators decide not to im-
ducted concerning the mandatory fees, in vIhich about peach Boothby, then under a recall, the master is then plac-
1,600 students said they were not in favor of the fees. ed before the students.
The day after March break, Higgins drafted a limited in- It is tantamount to double jeopardy for the president of
itiative that called for a special election for the office of student government.
Student Government president in an attempt to oust During the "Is it an initiative or is it a recall" meeting,
Boothby. the GSS voted on the matter once, and decided it was an
After he had received the required 500 signatures, he initiative.
presented the petition to the GSS. That was not good enough for Nagelin and Landa. They
Rumors of impeachment filled the air. Boothby grew whined and whined until the student senate finally agreed
defensive. Higgins and O'Dea both smiled; They were mak- to hold another vote. It did, and the petition again was
ing him sweat, termed an initiative.
Thus began the string of four hour meetings that fre- The matter was finally resolved — until it was brought
quently erupted into shouting matches. up again by "Boo Hoo" Nagelin the following week.
With each meeting, the student senate grew more divided Finally, during another four hour meeting, the student
over the issue of whether to impeach Boothby. circus declared the whole thing unconstitutional. It
After two weeks of this, the matter appeared to be solv- should have declared itself unconstititional.
ed; the senate would place the matter before the students,
so they could vote on whether to hold a special election for
the office of president of student government next fall. 
.
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Mike Laberge
I recently received a rather unflatter-
ing form letter from the folks over at
Wingate Hall.
It was written by some university
bureaucrat's secretary and was run-off
multifold and sent to most students who
will be returning to UMaine in the fall.
This polite but impersonal form let-
ter informed me of the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan changes, as authorized by
some Higher Education Reauthorization
Act, which was passed by Congress last
October.
In its sterile, bureaucratic way, it told
me, "While you may continue to be eligi-
ble for a Guaranteed Student Loan, we
wanted to highlight the changes so that
you may plan now for the coming
It was nice of the bureaucrat to keep
me so well informed.
The letter went on to inform me that
students whose parents make less than
$30,000 can no longer use a GSL to
replace the estimated family
contribution.
Instead, the letter said, "you may bor-
row only the amount of your 'unmet'
need."
But this probably will not be a big
problem for me.
After all, my father makes a whopp-
ing $26,000 a year, my mother doesn't
work, and my brother eats like a typical
16-year-old.
Dear old dad can easily afford to give
rite an extra couple thousand to make up
the difference. (So what if the family has
to go hungry for a couple of weeks.)
Besides, if dad can't cough up the
dough, I know several loan sharks in the
area.
And this year, the loan shark business
will be booming.
The administration has decided to
charge students an ettra $200 a year to
improv student life through athletics.
Crupled with the GSL changes pro-
posed by Ronald "Rest Home" Reagan
-and-pame-d by-hie loyal cronies in Con-
gress, many students who are putting -
themselves through School will find it
difficult to pay for school next fall.
Non-traditional students will be par-
ticularly hard hit.
If their spouses work to support the
family, most of the spouse's income pro-
bably goes toward this, and not
education.
Subsequently, many of these students
count on GSLs to help finance their
educations.
If their Spouses make less than
$30,000, then the "estimated" spousal
contribution dictated -under the-new
guidelines can not be coveted with a
GSL, either.
And because of this nice, impersonal
form letter sent out by the bureaucrat in
Wingate Hall, these students can plan
ahead for their impending doom.
Isn't bureaucracy great?
—Mike Laberge Is' a journalism major
from Brunswick, Maine who knows
where you can find a good loan shark
if you need one.
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Drinking and driving kills
To the editor:`
. --
Last Thursday night a
36-year-old man was killed, his
wife and daughter critically in-
jured when their car was struck
by a vehicle driven by a man
under the influence of alcohol.
His blood alcohol level was
0.25.
While this sounds much like
any related news article
anywhere in the country, this
accident occurred in nearby
Kenduskeag on Rt. IS. What
makes this occurrence par-
ticularly gruesome is that the in-
ebriated person is a convicted
habitual offender and has not
held a valid driver's license in
years. Our nation has realized
what a problem drinking and
driving is and, while deep in-
roads have been accomplished,
the problem is not going away.
There is no quick solution Of
cure. I applaud Maine's strict
• tws regarding DUI — the
threat of a night in prison is a
strong deterrant — but it seems
that no matter how much you
threaten, some still do it. And
in this person's case, the lack of
a license still didn't keep him off
the road. Face it folks — drink-
ing and driving KILLS, and it's
not necessarily the habitual of-
fender who is the culprit.
Neither is it a problem remote
from each and every one of us.
The big hint, then, is to be
responsible about alcohol. You
know, the big R word that you
fight for throughout your
teenage years. RESPON-
SIBILITY. Show it, be respon-
sible for your actions. When the
bartender tells you you've had
enough, respect his judgment.
He could get into a lot of trou-
ble if anything should happen
(a Hawaii court recently held a
hotel lounge partly responsible
when a patron they had
overserved struck and killed
Maine humorist Marshall
Dodge). When you're out with
your friends, designate a driver,
give him the keys and STICK
TO IT. Many bars will give him
free non-alcoholic drinks and
all beer stores stock soda. Most
of all, if you do drink, be
responsible for your actions,
YOU may be held accountable
for them later. There are fey,
RDs who are lenient about
dorm damage just "because you
were drunk."
Graduation is coming up arid
it will be sad to say goobye to
college chums and the parties
will be fun and profuse. It will
be sadder if those friends aren't
around for Homecoming. I
hope you'll think about the big
problem here and also about
yourself, your friends and
everyone else out on the road as
well.
Janet Sanborn
Bangor
Defining musical terms
To the editor:
As a listener of neither the
progressive or Top 40 radio for-
mats, all this hoopla over the
supposed format change at
WMEB has made me realize
that there are several rather slip-
pery terms in widespread use.
As a public service to the
university community, I would
like to take this opportunity to
try and define some of the more
elusive words and phrases that
have littered the editorial page
the last few weeks.
Top 40: A radio format in
which current favorites are
repeated at least once every 40
minutes. This is the programm-
ing format every single station
in the area save WMEB plays.
Progressive Music: Music
played by bands that no one has
ever heard of and that appeals
to college students. Once these
bands become popular enough
to make mainstream radio, they
enter the ranks of mindless
overplay and lose their pro-
gressive status. Therefore, to be
a successful progressive band,
one must remain relatively
unpopular.
Bon Jovi: Previously thought
to have been an expensive im-
ported French diet yogurt aim-
ed at the Yuppie market, it turns
out that Bon Jovi is in fact a
band that makes up 37 percent
of the "9 continuous hits" on
Top 40 radio, but seems to be
holding this elite position
precariously — living on a
prayer.
Alternative Music: Music
listened to by those who can't
stand mainstream pop. If one
listens to only alternative music,
then Top 40 becomes an alter-
native to Alternative Music. To
many, Alternative implies
Progressive.
I hope that the above defini-
tions will help shed some light
on the rather confusing civil
war taking place in the East
Annex.
•
Rick Hadley
Gannett Hall
Response
gk"' '-
CPS
Say no to Lick
To the editor:
The recent mandatory fees
and department cuts (especial-
ly the couseling center) have
been the object of much discus-
sion, that's just the problem,
Discussion — Not Action.
Have you ever thought of the
strength you will have if you
unite and tell Mr. Lick and the
BOT. No!! We don't want and
won't pay your fee.
You do have a say!! Don't let
supposedly intelligent adults tell
you it is too late!!
What would happen if
everyone didn't pay the fee —
would Dr. Lick send us all
home? Would Dr. Lick sit on
-4,500 plus degrees?
Think about it! This is our
university!!
Join me and your fellow
students and protest this man-
datory fee and the department
cuts like the Counseling Center
(which will hurt the quality of
your life).
Strike: Friday, April 24 at
10:00 a.m. on the mall in front
of the library.
Demonstrate: Saturday night,
April 25 at 7:00 at the Center
for The Arts.
Peggy Herard
Hampden
Congrats, Tim!
To the editor:
Congratulations to Tim Sorel
who was the recipient of an
Honorable Mention in the 1987
National Alpha Epsilon Rho
Awards, in the Video Corned)
category.
Tim's recognition at the na-
tional level is a credit to his
talent, determination and skill.
The Univessity of Maine
Chapter of A.E.Rho would also
like to take this opportunity to
congratulate all of the in-
dividuals who received awards
and scholarships at the annual
JBR Banquet, held April
10, 1987.
Alpha Epsilon Rho
The National Broadcasting
Society
The Dail)
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World/U.S. News
Births of caribou
calves anticipated
ORONO, Maine (AP) — Like ex-
cited parents preparing for the
-delivery of their first child biologists
are eagerly anticipating the births of
as many as 16 caribou calves, the first
North American reindeer born in
Maine for more than 80 years.
• Biologist Mark MCCullough, who
plans to build a blind so he can watch
the births from an unimposing
distance in a pasture near the Univer-
sity of Maine where the adult caribou
live.
McCullough already knows what
to expect: Within their first few
moments of life outside the mothers.
News Briefs
the 10 to I5-pound calves rise to their
feet.
"They're really - mobile little
animals," he said. When the calves
are 1 or 2 years old, they will be
released into the wild — the nucleus
of what McCullough and his col-
leagues hope will become a native
Maine herd.
Workers trapped in
building collapse
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (AP) — A
downtown apartment building under
construction collapsed Thursday-,
trapping an estimated 20 to 30
workers and leaving at least one per-
son dead and six others hospitalized,
authorities said.
"I can see blue jeans sticking
Stillwater Village Apt. now accepting applica-
tions for September. One, two, and three bedroom
apt. available starting at $395 per month. Includes
heat and hot water. Reserve now for fall.
Call 866-2658.
OCB and SEA present
through the collapsed concrete from
where I'm standing." Said WICC
radio reporter Tom McCormack, who
was across the street from the acci-
dent scene.
• About 50 construction workers
were in and around the building at the
time, said Joe Grabarz, an aide to
Mayor Thomas Bucci.
Fire officials at the scene said 20 to
30 people were trapped.
The builders were using a technique
known as "lift-slab" in which entire
slabs of a building are hoisted into
place, Four floors were being erected
at the project known as CAmbience
Plaza when the accident occurred
around 1:30 p.m., police said.
Witnesses said the top slab ap-
parently slipped, causing the building
and its steel frame to collapse inward.
Injured policeman
resigns
GORHAM, Maine (AP) — A
policeman who said he had been shot
in the hand by a motorist has resign-
2..-ed tram the force, and the department
has stopped its investigation.
Gorham Police Chief David L.
Kurz had no comment on the case
-Thursday.
David L. Gray, who had been an
officer about four months, reported
April 14 that he had been shot in the
hand shortly after 4 a.m. by a
motorist whom he stopped to help.
Gray said that he had noticed what
appeared to be a stalled car beside
'Route 237, and that when he stopped,
- he was shot as he lunged for a han-
dgun brandished by the driver.
Gray underwent surgery at Maine -
Medical Center April 14 and return-
ed home April IS.
In New Hampshire, Carroll
policeman Kurt Adams, 37, said
earlier this month that he had been
shot by two men after stopping their
car. But state police Col. George Iver-
son later said Adams had shot
himself.
As for whether that also had been
the case with Gray. Kurz said, "no
comment."
But asked whether Gray ivould be
rehired if he were to apply, Kurz said,
"I doubt it."
Quit smoking.
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Students protest against government
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — About
700 students hurled firebombs and
stones at police Thursday in clashes at
Seoul National University after a
memorial service for a student who died
after police torture, witnesses said.
Protests against the government also
were reported at 13 other universities.
Last week there were campus protests
almost every day, but intermittent rains
this week seemed to cool the situation
until Thursday.
There were no overall estimateslIf the
number of protesters, but campus
sources and press reports said at least
6,000 students were involved.
Witnesses said at least five students
were taken away and three others injured
in a three-hour clash at state-run Seoul
National University that followed a
memorial marking the 100th day after
the death of dissident student Park
Chong-chul, who died after police tor-
ture on Jan. 14.
A 100th-day rite is an important Bud-
dhist practice in which mourning for a
deceased person formally ends.
An official investigation found that
Park died after his throat was pressed
against a bathtub during police inter-
rogation. Two policemen were arrested
in the case, and President Chun Doo-
hwan fired the national police chief and
a Cabinet minister.
At the Seoul campus, the witnesses
said, about 1,500 students burned in-
cense and paid homage before an altar.
Then, throwing rocks and fireboms,
about 700 clashed with about 1,000 riot
police firing tear gas. After attempts to
break through police lines at the gate, the
students dispersed voluntarily.
At Korea University in Seoul, 200
students also conducted a memorial for
Park and staged a silent march for half
an hour before dispersing voluntarily.
Similar peaceful rallies were reported
from at least two other schools in Seoul,
campus sources said.
Guaranteed tuition before legislature
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A bill to
guarantee college tuitions to parents who
make a relatively small investment years
in advance was embraced by the state
university chancellor's office, the Educa-
tion Department and Maine's largest
teachers' union at a legislative hearing
Thursday.
Also appearing before the Education
Committee was Blaine Keniston, a
Bucksport paperworker, who called the
bill "a chance for people of Maine to
give their children a higher education op-
portunity" and "a vision for Maine's
future. "
With a new funding program, more
college-loan money would become
available for students who otherwise
would not be able to attend collegA--
Keniston said.
The bill sponsored by House Majoff,
ty Leader yin N. Diamond would
guarantee parents who invest $2,500
when their child is only a few months old
full tuition at any University of Maine
campus when the child is college-age.
The bill, which would create a fund
overseen by a board of trustees and
managed by private firms, is modeled
after a new program in Michigan that
has sparked interest in at least 40 states.
It would cost taxpayers nothing.
University of Maine tuition, which is
now $1,509 a year, could rise substantial
Death is forever.
Heart disease
doesn't have to be.
ACRE FIGHTING FOP
'CUR UFE
,
American Heart
Association
ty in 18 or 20 years, said Diamond,
--D•Bangor.
"An investment of $2,500 or so now,
tither in a lump sum or spread out over
a period of time, could save a student
and his or her family years of concern,
agony and debt," he said.
"These are financially difficult times
for college students," said Rep.
Stephen Bost, D-Orono, a co-sponsor of
the bill and co-chairman of the commit-
tee. He cited a General Accounting Of-
fice study that says proposed cuts in
federal student-aid programs could tri-
ple the debt burden of some college
graduates and leave others with more
than $40,003 to repay.
The people specializing in affordable pre-owned transportation are here!
- CARS 'R' US
44 Griffin Rd., Bangor
LOOK AT THESE QUALITY CARS WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES
"1982 Cavalier Automatic • 1982 Lynx 4-speed
$1995 $1295
1978 Datsun 200SX 5-speed
$995
• 1981 Plymouth Horizon 4-speed$1295
• Tax & title extra •
Come see us today and drive away in affordable transportation'
SEA and OCB present a
PRE-BUMSTOCK
BASH
Friday April 24
8:00 p.m.
Lengyel Gym
$3.00
bukx crk-mmIc\Y/
Tickets on sale Thursday-
Friday at the ticket office,
Memorial Union and at the
door Frida night
And special guest
Young Neil and the Vipers
irext,
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Sports
Maine Bears take two from Husson
By Mike Bourque
Sports Writer
George Goldman led the University of
Maine baseball team to a doubleheader
sweep of Husson College by no-hitting
the Braves in the first game.
The seven inning no-hitter was the
fourth in Maine history. The first one
came in 1910.
"You always want to pitch well and I
felt good today," said Goldman.
Although it was 4no-hitter, it was far
from perfect. Goldman gave up six walks
and several wild pitches tglo along with
12 strikeouts.
. "I tried not to think about it (the no-
hitter) but Colin (Ryan) was kidding
around with me about it between the
fifth and sixth innings," he said.
Maine got on the scoreboard quickly
as leadoff hitter Gary Dube got an in-
field single and then stole second.
Maine centerfielder Gary LaPierre got
on on an error by Husson third baseman
Chris Khoury and after a series of pass-
ed balls and wild pitches,' both had
scored making it 2-0 Maine
From that point on the Black Bear of-
fense was left up to the bottom half of
the order. Number six hitter Bill An-
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATE
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
You are cordially invited to a -wine and
cheese reception April 24th. 5:00 to 8:00
in Estabrooke Hall Main Lounge.
Sponsored by Graduate Student Board
WHAT THE
BUTLER SAW
By Joe Orton
The Maine Masque's final production of the 1987-88 season
is a wild intrigue of deception, disguise. disappearance
and discovery ... a play that combines wit and visual
comedy to create one of the funniest English language
farces in modern theatre.
Verbal fireworks and mad physical antics fill the prescription
when Dr. Prentice tries to hide a failed attempt at an
extra-marital "sexual encounter from his suspicious wife.
a government inspector of asylums, and alorthright-but-
dim local police official. What results is a no-holds-barred
satire of English society in the sixties.
"Hilariciusjp_utrageous Joe Orton's most riotously funny
play......
New. York Times
Hauck Auditorium
April 22 thru April 25
800 PM
Call 581-1755 for tickets
$6 non-students
$4 students/senior citizens
Reserved Seating
thoine scored twice and number nine hit-
ter Mike Dutil scored three times to pace
Maine.
The final score showed an easy 9-0
victory for Maine.
In the second game pitcher Rick
Snyder made his first start of the season
and pitched well allowing only one run
on two hits in three and twothirds inn-
ings of work.
This game started much the same way
the first one had as Dube walked and
then scored on Don Hutchinson's
sacrifice fly to give the Bears the early
lead.
Husson came to tie the score at 1-1 in
the top of the second when Jeff _Wilde)
doubled off the top 'of the right field
fence for the Braves first hit of the after-
noon. He scored two sacrifice flies later.
Maine put the game back into their
control with three runs in the bottom of
• the inning. Antboine walked, stole se-
cond and scored on Mike DeLucia's
single. DeLucia made only a quick stop
at first before Dutil pushed him home
with his first home run of the season.
While Maine 'relief pitchers Mike-
LeBlanc, Dale Plummer, and Marc
Powers were holding Husson hitless for
the final three and one-third innings,
Dan Etzweiler provided the offense with
a home run and a double.
All of this accounted for the final
score of 7-2 and a sweep for Maine.
Maine coach John Winkin said that
he was pleased with his team's perfor-
mance. He also said that they had ac-
-complished three important goals.
importam-for-usto get above
the .500 mark," he said. "I was glad
that Goldman had a good outing and
that I could get the relief pitchers some
work.'
Maine is now 19-17 on the year.
Winkin said that although Husson is
not a conference team, all wins are im-
portant when it is tournament time.
Maine will now travel to UNH for a
three game series this weekend.
American Heart Association
WFRE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
Thts rpe prowled as a puldhc seroce
Recreational Employment
Summer positions are available in the heart of .the White Mountains. We
are looking for a number of responsible people to assist in our canoe
and kayak rental program. Prior experience is not necessary. Outdoor
Work and the opportunity to learn to kayak and canoe makes for an en-
joyable summer experience. Limited housing is available.
Bow Bound Canoe & Kayak
603) 447-2177
Pt 302 Box ft9
Center Conway, Ni) 03813
SPRING
GRADUATES:
GET 3.9 APR
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
Once again, were proud to offer
- the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Flan GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new
Pontiac
For this special GMAC financ-
ing. all you need is your diploma.
proof of a job, a low down
chase price, or a 90-day deferral
on your payments as a gradua-
tion present from GMAC
After all, graduating from col-
lege is no s II achievement
payment, the ability to meet Were pro Ofer you one of
monthly payments and no your first rewIrds GMAC is
derogatory credit references- an Equal Credit Opportunity
You'll get $400 off the our- Company
armours Yarn "p#c). 7" BECAUSE Yowl", MADE US "NO. 1"
KELLEY V 699 BROADWAY, BANGOR
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Kane named
„by Christopher Frames
Staff Writer
Dan Kane, leftfielder for the University of Maine
Black Bears, has been named the ECAC Player of the
Week for two weeks straight.
• Last month, he was chosen as a member of the All-
Tournament learn in the .Wheaties tourney at
Minneapolis.
. Such recognition by his baseball colleagues is well
- 
deserved.
After all, Kane seems to be the driving force behind
UMaine baseball this season.
He is currently batting .433, highest among Maine
starters, and has a team
-leading 26 RBIs.
However, strong play on the field is not the only con-
tribution Kane makes to a young Black Bear club.
"He contributes a lot more than just hi -S playing
ability," said teammate Gary LaPierre.
"Dan really is a team leader — he keeps everyone
- on the team loose and at their best," LaPierre said.
Kane admits that other players do seem to look to
him for leadership more this season, and that he likes
this new role.
ECAC 'layer
"I guess I'm one of the big-mouths on the team —
I always keep after the younger players and try to get
them going," the senior captain said.
But, Kane also knows that leadership is often best
expressed through example.
"I just try to do my best all the time; hopefully the
other players will look at that and do their best
also," Kane said. '
Kane said he believes his senior season, thus far
anyway, has been his best as a Black Bear.
"It's been my best year as far as numberNs
anyway," he said.
The reason for this increased productivity may be,
in part, due to his new role as an outfielder as well as
a hitter.
Prior to this season, Kane saw action primarily as
the designated hitter for the Bears — but now he starts
in leftfield.
"Playing in the outfield makes it a little easier to keep
loose during games, which may be helping my hit-
ting," he said.
Kane said playing in the field also makes it easier
to forget about mistakes at the plate.
"When you're the (designated hitter). all you can do
3'
Black Bear centerfielder Car, LaPierre squares to bunt during the first game of Thurs-
daN's double header against Husson College
Riverplex Apartments
Riverplex Apartments, half mile from campus is nos‘ taking
deposits for four apartments available for September. Two
two bedrooms and two three bedrooms. Includes heat and
hot water, stove, refrigerator and disposal, laundry facilities,
nice view of river, 5,525-600 monthly. One year's lease, pay-
ment is monthly, 866-4052.
Skinny"
"TIE TIFFANY"
Originally designed by Titian',
& Company, the Tiffany Ring
-or Solitaire has become New
' England's most popular
engagement ring.
Pollack & Sons
proudly inventories
Maine's largest and most
saried collection of Tiffany
I harnond Engagement Rings.
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these beautiful diamonds at exceptional prices
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of the Week
is go back to the bench to sit and think about it.
"I felt more pressure with that role because I was
in there to hit and that was it. If you're in a slump,
people look at you and wonder why you're in the
lineup," he said.
Kane said he is looking forward to a successful finish
for the Bears, this season.
"I think we can repeat a trip to the College World
Series if everybody starts playing the way they're
capable of," he said.
He said the players must keep a positive attitude and
not worry about a team slump.
"Hopefully, if we keep building on last weekend's
success (when Maine won two of three against Nor-
theastern), we'll be all right," Kane said.
Whatever the outcome of this season, Kane said his
career at UMaine has been a great experience.
'I've had the chance to travel all over the country,
play in front of large crowds, see other big schools, and
meet a lot of new. people.
"It's been a great experience all around," he said.
Kane is currently out of the lineup with a pulled right
hamstring, but is expected to be back in action this
weekend against UNH.
RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES
If you plan to start a research career upon gradua
[ion. start your job search at Tufts University.
Boston Campus.
Tufts' Boston Campus is comprised of the Medical
School. Dental and Veterinary Schools. the Sackler
School of Biomedical Sciences, and the U.S.D. A
Human Nutrition Research Center.
We have an ongoing need for science graduates in a
vanety of exciting medical science research areas.
Tufts offers an excellent salary. and benefits package
including tuition assistance
-511 interested candidates should
send a resume to Tufts t niser-
sits Personnel. 200 Harrison
Ave.. Roston. MA 02111, or
caK (6171 956-6600.
Fib
UNIVERS' I 't 
BOSfON
EL C EEPO'S
Cantina and
Dancing Saloon
Thursday- 55C Drafts
All Nite
$3.25 Pitchers
All Draft Beer
Friday - Green Bottle Beer
$1.00 8-10 p.m.
(Heineken & Rolling Rock)
Saturday - $1.25 Well Drinks
8-10 p.m.
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Coming this spring to Finer Theaters everywhere!
Bumstock xv
Starring some of your Favorite Groups in
Award Winning performances!
Cast in Order of Appearance:
11:45-12:15
12:15-1:15
1:15-1:30
1:-30-2:30
2-:30-2:45
2:45-3:45
3:45-4:00
4:00-5:00
5:15-6:15
6:15-7:00
Rare Birds
Dani Tribesmen
Maple Brothers
Chip Divots
Derek Aramburu
Broken Men
Eric Sheldon
Kinsmen Ridgerunners
Blue Flames
Anni Clark
And special guest:
David Bromberg Quartet
Late night local will be running
12:00-4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.-I:00 a.m.
FREE
APPearing-at 7_:00_p,m
* SATURDAY APRIL 25
HIGH NOON 'TM NINE
On the BIG SCREEN on the Cabins Field
Please no ALKOHOL
*For people of the human persuasion.
In case of rain (!/Xotb?!)
Bumstock will be held in
Alfond Arena.
DON'T FORGET the pre-Bumstock Bash with
woo via
MAX CREEK
In Lengyel Gym Friday Night the 24th for only $3!
Half ttie Fun
is getting there!
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Bumstock revelers enjoy music
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
Warm weather and a diversi-
ty of good bands were major
contributions to the success of
this year's Bumstock weekend,
said Kathy Anderson, coor-
dinator of Bumstock.
Last year there was a crowd
of about 3,000 and this year's
crowd matched or may have
tbn slightly bigger, she said.
"There was a diversity of
music from blues, rock, jazz, or
bluegrass. There was something
for almost everybody, " she
said.
The Blue Flames, blues
music, seemed to be the most
popular, drawing the largest
crowd, Anderson said.
- The weekend kickoff begari
Friday night with Maxcreek and
Young Neil and the Vipers at
Lengyel-Gym.
The big events taking place
Saturday from noon to 10 p.m.
featured six bands, three acts,
and guest David Bromberg.
The bands performing at
Bumstock this year included
Dani Tribesmen, Chip Divits,
Blue Flames, Broken Men, An-
ni Clark, and the Kinsmen
Ridgerunners.
There were also acts between
the sets.
Bumstock started as a beer
bash in the cabins located on
the field that were used as
university housing, said
Anderson.
Ten years ago the festival was
called Freakers' Weekend and
the university sponsored the
event, which was held on the
mall with free kegs.
As the party started getting
bigger the Off-Campus Board
eventually took over and the
event turned into what is known
today as Bumstock, said
Anderson.
Today Bumstock is mostly a
weekend set aside just before
finals to let students kick back,
relax, and listen to a variety of
music. Alcohol is no longer
,allowed.
Lick installed as UMaine president
ORONO, Maine (AP) — Dale W. Lick, who was for-
mally installed this weekend as the 15th pidvot of the
University of Maine, has announced a $10-million fund-
, raising drive for the Orono campus.
"The University of Maine will dream and turn dreams
into reality. We will be distinct and creative and become
a model university," he said.
The capital drive, Lick said in a prepared address,
is meant to coincide with the university's 125th anniver-
sary in 1990, and the money will go toward endowed
professorships, scholarships, facilities, and research.
Lick also announced the establishment of three new
, commissions. The commissions will study
undergraduate education, graduate education, and how
to make the university better serve the state as a land
grant-sea grant institution.
In a ceremony Saturday before about 700 faculty
members, administrators, and guests, Chancellor Robert
L. Woodbury of the state university system outlined
Lick's responsilities as leader of the system's flagship
campus.
"We charge you to defend and advance the interests
of the men and women of the faculty, to cherish the
great tradition of academic freedom, to lead by word
"The University of Maine will dream
and turn dreams into reality. We will
be distinct and creative and become
a model university."
President Dale Lick
and by deed those who themselves are looked to for
wisdom and leadership," Woodbury said. "We entrust
to you our hopes for the future and the university's very
reason for being-- her students. "
Woodbury reminded Lick that the University of
Maine shares reponsibility for the state's economic
development and cultural life as well as education. And
he urged Lick to "never forget that the life of the univer-
sity depends on the confidence and support of the peo-
ple of the state of Maine. "
Lick said the state must continue to show that sup-
port with long-term investment in the university system.
Predicting that more changes will take place in higher
education in the next 10 years than in the last 40, Lick
said the university must leariv transform itself along
with society.
He said that public universities in New England tend
to be financially neglected, and while the flagship school
in Orono plays a leading role in Maine, it was recently
ranked near last among the six New England land-grant
universities in terms of state support.
But Lick said two turning points in the last few years
have helped the university: when an executive commit-
tee recommended that its graduate and undergraduate
offerings be strengthened, and when gubernatorial and
legislative approval came for a $15-million downpay-
ment meant to be the start of a long-term investment
(see LICK page 3)
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Fewer sign
up for
dorm rooms
by Mike Laberge
-Staff Writer
The number of students who have
signed up for rooms for next fall is down
by 43 from this year — but Scott An-
chors said he is not worried.
Anchors, director oCResidential Life,
said 2,434 students squatted rooms for
next fall, while 2,477 did so last year.
He said despite the drop in numbers,
the percentage of students signing up for
rooms bas stayed the same.
This year, 63 percent of current on-
cartpus students signed up for rooms for
next fall. -
"That figures in that a lot of people
are going to move off campus and
graduate," he said.
But Anchors said 'this percentage is
consistent with figures from recent years.
"We're down in terms of numbers,"
he said, "but we're staying in the
ballpark in terms of percentages for next
year."
He said this figure usually fluctuates
between 61 and 66 percent.
Thomas Aceto, vice president for ad-
ministration, said the the actual drop in
numbers may not be significant because
some residence hall space will be con-
verted to offices next fall. •
"We're losing the whole second floor
of Cumberland Hall," he said.
The percentages haven't changed
much, he said, because the number of
students attending the university has
decreased.
"You have to deal with percentages
because total enrollment has drop-
ped," Aceto said. "The fact that the
percentage hasn't changed says that
many students haven't moved off cam-
pus."
He said 35 off-campus students have
signed up for rooms for next fall, which
has helped offset the number of students
moving off campus.
"I think a lot of that is due to the con-
venience of on-campus living." he
said.
Between 50 and 60 off-campus
students applied for on-campus housing,
he said, but many decided not to sign
room cOntracts after they learned they
could not get singles.
. "An awful lot of them were looking
for single rooms," Aceto,said.
Anchors said many students choose to
move off campus for a sariety of
reasons.
Some feel living in a dormitory is op-
pressive, while others feel it is too loud.
"Students just get tired of on-campus
liv ing," he said. "The higher up in
class, the less students stay in residence
halls."
Looking for an
APARTMENT
for next semester?
1,2,3,4,5 bedroom
apartments available
September 1, 1987
Walking distance to
UMaine
Call
Ekelund Properties
866-2516
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Lick,
by Dave Greely
Staff Writer
new fee picketed
Peggy Herard, an organizer of Friday's "class strike" and Saturday's picket
at University of Maine President Dale Lick's installation, said she was "disap-
pointed but not surprised" at the lack of people who participated.
Between 25 and 30 people participated in Friday's demonstration and about
15 people picketed Lick's installation, Herard said.
The protests were in response to the new student life fee and some budget
cuts, such as those involving the Counseling Center.
"I was disappointed but not surprised," she said. "The students are
apathetic because of Lick's 'can't do anything about it' statements."
She was referring to Lick's remarks after putting the mandatory fee proposal
before the board of trustees last month after a student-faculty ad hoc commit-
tee and the student body during a poll voted against the fee. The president said
he had no choice but to submit the proposal anyway because the BUT would
not meet again during the school year.
Herard said that students can do something about fee.
"We can do something about it if we get together and don't back down, -
she said. .
"An entire race was almost wiped out because nobody dared to be the first
to say no."
Because of a change in the structure of student loans, it will be harder to qualify'
for one next year, Herard said.
"You are going to have to earn a lot less money to qualify for a student loan
next year," she said. "Now we are going to have a tuition increase and the
student life fee on top of that. That's going to make things difficult for a lot
of people."
Herard said that people have to take action if thexwant to accomplish anything.
"A lot of people came up and said that they hoped it worked, but they didn't
participate." she said. "To get sometfiing done, people have to stop talking
about it and get off their-rear and do something;-"--__
Besides the student life fee, Herard said she was protesting the budget cuts
involving the Counseling Center.
"The budget cuts to the Counseling Center are a slap in the face," she said.
"It adds insult to an already terrible injury."
Herard said that despite the small number of participants, something was
accomplished.
"We got some publicity and we made people in the area aware of what's go-
ing on," she said.
Stillwater Village Apt. now accepting applica-
tions for September. One, two, and three bedroom
apt. available starting at $395 per month. Includes
heat and hot water. Reserve now for fall.
Call 866-2658.
3
*Lick
in developing the university system,
"It is hoped that the third major tur-
ning point will be achieved this year
with the approval of a biennial budget
that not only will strongly address our
highest-priority need, that of increasing
salaries to more competitive levels, but
also will provide additional funds to
begin to address our needs relative to
operating costs, the library, equipment,
facilities, maintenance, and graduate
student stipends, " Lick said.
Although the momentum from the
first two turning points will help, 'that
momentum is also fragile, and will be
wasted if the biennial bud-get 1987-1989
is not progressive and meaningful, "he
added.
Lick has served as president of
USlaine since last September. The in-
stallation was meant to provide an of-
continued from page I
tidal welcome fotaLick from the univer-
sity and regional communities.
Saturday's ceremony was protested by.
a small group of students who objected
to a recently announced student ac-
`tivities fee of $100 per term, a universi-
ty spokesperson said.
"There were a handful of student
demonstrators out in front of the Maine
Center for the Arts, not more than a
dozen': said Margaret Nagle. "They car-
ried signs that said, 'Just Say No, '
'Academics Not Athletics, ' and
'Freedom to Choose.
About 30 students had gathered Fri-
day to protest the fee, which will pro-
-vide admission to athletic and cultural
events. Off-campus students in par-
ticular have said the fees would be a
hardship.
We'd like to introduce
you to the newest
spokesman tor the
American Heart
Association.
Just as soon as
he's born.
The same nab y who, ten years
ago. wouldn't have lived to
speak his first word But now
doctors can look inside the
hearts of unborn babies, detect
disorders and correct them at
birth Thanks to research, he
can have a healthy, normal life
*American Heart AssociationWERE RGHTII,GFOP aDURLIFE
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Christina Baldwin
thisM, my last column. Ac-
tually, this is my last week here at
good ol' University of Maine. In two
weeks, this institution of learning will
become my alma mater.
Thank God. I made it.
But I have a few things left to say.
To David W. Johnson:
I hope you realized your serious er-
ror in calling me a twinkie shy of 200
pounds. Before you accuse people of
things, make sure you have something
to base your accusations on. You went
by a- picture and therefore all your sar-
castic comments went out the
window.
As The editor's note explained. I am
only 120 pounds. You miscalculated
by 80 pounds. Pretty big mistake.
You said I eat chocolate cake in the
closet. Well Mr. Johnson. I don't eat
in the closet. I eat at the dining room
table like a normal person. The
chocolate cake diet was a joke.
You said my health has gone steadi-
ly downhill. Well. I hate to tell you
this, but I am very healthy.  At least
my doctor think f so. And my
cholesterol count is very good. Blood
is flowing through my arteries like
water through a faucet.
My eating habits are pretty good.
I happen to like every single vegetable
God created, with the exception of
brussel sprouts. I don't eat that much
red meat and have a passion for
poultry and fish. Pretty good foods,
don't you think?
Sure. I do binge occasionally, as
I'm sure you do too. Pizza, beer, and
Mickey D's french fries are hard to
pass up sometimes.
As for my exercising habits, they're
pretty good too. I like aerobics and
light weight lifting. Walking is a good
one too.
The column was just a light-
hearted piece about dieting. Yet, you
chose to take it seriously and that is
OK. That is your prerogative. But it
was not meant to be serious — just
funny.
I will admit that you did have some
good points about health care. I'm
glad you're concerned with the Via:.
your body looks and how you feel
healthwise. So am I.
But frankly, I do not want to be a
machine. I would prefer to be a
human with faults and weaknesses. f
do not want to be so preoccupied with
being thin that I become anorexic or
bulimic.
Those diseases tend to kill people.
So, Mr. Johnson, as you can see. I
am not frustrated or helpless. 1 do not
weigh 200 pounds.
AND I HATE TW1NKIES! ,
I'm so glad that I have had the
chance to clear these things up with
you because as you can see, they were
bothering me. I hate to be accused of
being soneethirig that 1 am not.
Gregg Allman in concert
Mixture of old and new
Review
by Tom Hanrahan
Volunteer Writer
The last rock concert I attended was
at Shea Stadium in New York City. It
was the Who's Farewell Tour several
years ago. What a crowd. What a
headache.
I am also a veteran of several Central
Park fiascos. including Diana Ross' ef-
forts. Someone right next to me got
stabbed. It was difficult to concentrate
on the music.
Last Wednesday, I went to the Maine
Center for the Arts for the.first time.
Gregg Allman and Johnny Winter were
paired in a competition for the title of
world's greatest white blues guitarist.
I grew up on the Allman Brothers
Band, when tape decks in cars with large
engines was something new. All during
high school we worshipped the southern
rockers.
1sec AI I MAN page 51
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Some of my fellow Allman Brothers
Band fanatics were even lucky enough to
go to the 1970 concert at the now-
defunct Fillmore East which was record-
ed for all time. Arguably, the greatest
concert LP of its time.
There was the famous Eat a Peach
album. During its making, Duane
Allman died in a motorcycle accident. A
year later, bassist Barry Oakley died, also
aboard a motorcycle.
When I went to college I roomed with
a fellow from Atlanta, Ga. The Allman
Brothers had played at his prom before
they made it big. He told me many
stories about how rowdy the band was,
and how well they played their distinc-
tive and hard-driving melodies. He told
me how Duane and Gregg founded the
band in 1965, originally know as the
Allman Joys.
Yet, for some inexplicable reason, T
never went to a concert. I read about
Gregg's problem with drugs, booze and
women, particularly Cher. I didn't give
it much thought. Blues singers are SUP-
POSED to have those kinds of problems.
So it was with no small measure of an-
ticipation that my wife and I ventured
to the arts center. Would Gregg be in
good voice or would he be wasted
beyond return? Would he play the old
classics and nothing new, or all new stuff
that would leave us disappointed?
The crowd was not a university crowd.
It was Maine Day and I thought more
students would have attended. There
were not a lot of empty seats, out the
place was far from being sold out. Sacre
Bleu! It made me feel old. But as I look-
ed around I saw a lot of youngsters.
There were also a fair number of
bikers. Bikers have always been heavy in-
to the Allman Brothers because they ap-
preciate what the music can do for you
at high speeds. And there were many,
many tattoos. Tattoos are the oldest art
form know to man, and they are
perishable. Already, I was enjoying
myself.
Inside, everything was perfectly
bucolic. 1 was delighted. I have been to
so many violent rock concerts in my life
that the next one ... I just can't handle
them anymore. That made me feel old,
too. I used to like the rush of the crowd.
I figured,that something would mar
this eagerly anticipated event. 1 was
wrong. Happy to be wrong.
Johnny Winter, the albino blues
guitarist from Texas, was quite
something. He absolutely tortured his
guitar. His drummer was like a good
heavyweight and his bass player doubl-
ed effectively on harmonica.
One criticism — the music was too
loud. I wished I had taken some cotton
for my ears. A sizzle could be heard
above the guitar notes that suggested to
me the amplifiers were too powerful for
the arts center.
I regretted not bringing opera glasses
or binoculars. Winter, whose many tat-
toos include a number by the interna-
tional master, Spider Webb, has been
termed the "pgfect canvas" for skin art.
1 couldn't see him that well from Row
43. Similarly, when Gregg came out for
his encore, he was wearing a muscle shirt
and revealed many tattoos. I wondered
if he had a tattoo that read 'In Memory
of Elizabeth Reed!
After Winter, Allman walked out on-
to the stage with the cocksure swagger
of a bar brawler. And Gregg was in full
throat, some of the best blues pipes of
recent times drenching the auditorium
with a rich, rumbling, angry song.
"Ain't Wasting Time No More!' "One
Way Out!' "Done Somebody Wrong"
(credit: Muddy Waters). "Stormy Mon-
day,' All Classic songs, at least in my
book. I sat back and enjoyed like I
havn't enjoyed in a very long time.
Allman played the organ with a
dramatic flourish. I was surprised to see
how tall he is and he looked less wasted
than in his new video "I'm No Angel"
He played "I'm No Angel:' the title
track from his latest LP, to an en-
thusiastic crowd.
continued from page •t)
"Hey, this ain't no formal black tie af-
fair, you can make all the noise you want
to," Gregg told the crowd at One
point.
He also played "Anything Goes:' a
new song, for the second time in public.
He seemed happy with the results.
Dan Toler played the old Dickie Betts
role real well, perhaps too well. David
Toler played the drums. Tim Heding
played keyboards and sang backup
vocals, Bruce Waibel played bass and
also sang backup vocals and Chaz Trip-
py played percussion (congas) admirably.
It was a very nice mixture of the old and
the new.
We left the arts center in a great mood.
The crowd left happy. Memories flood-
ed my mind. I even stopped and con-
sidered shelling out $18 for a Gregg
T-shirt.
Better to spend it on tunes.
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Jennifer Girr -
Junior
Having lived with two seniors and
partied with a great many more, 1
have some reservations about
seniordom.
Why?
It seems like it's the happiest but
most miserable time in one's collegiate
career.
For instance, the mental torture
some have put themselves through,
with, regard to thc number of rejec-
tions they have received, is not
encouraging.
One of my friends — who was a
senior last.,ear said — "rejection is
fine, until it happens to you."
I have to agree.
And that contagious disease every
senior contracts?
Senioritis that is.
Well if you want to catch it early
— move in with seniors, it's a surefire
way. Trust me.
You go to parties on Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays.
Thursdays are a given.
But beware, because with senioritis
comes an severe attitude change. The
phrases "2.0 and go" and "blow it
off' are particularly popular among
the senior set.
When those words have been used
to the extreme there comes that
danger, the possibility.
The fear of not graduating.
Many don't have that worry.
But by now I've heard the phrase,
"No, you don't understand. I have to
pass this class to graduate," a hun-
dred times.
That is no lie.
This next two week period is going
to set a lot of people free. Free from
the worry of prelims, papers and
passing.
But I've seen the expressions on the
faces of a few to who'll leaving this
all behind is nothing less than
dreadful.
Now don't get me wrong —
graduation from college is something
to look forward to. It is definitely a
big deal.
But you know what comes after
that day on the football field?
Those three dirty words.
I consider myself pretty capable of
handling "the real world," but I've
gotten kind of used to the refuge of
college.
Granted the money' and bills are
enough to kill you, but when will I
ever meet and get to know this many
people again?
The word never about sums it up.
I feel I have been one of the more
fortunate juniors. I have gained vast
amounts of useless information from
seniors, and I am most appreciative.
My favorite notions include mass
transfer, the tunneling effect and most
importantly, that heat transfer equals
the log, mean, temperature difference.
But those concepts should be in-
tuitively obvious to the most casual
observer.
Jenn Girr is going to be studying
in Salzburg, Austria next semester, so
save some senioritis for her.
a-
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Bitter exchanges of past adminiktrations over
University, state make -amends
ORONO, Maine (AP) — Efforts by
leaders of the University of Maine
System to mend frayed relations with the,
Legislature should pay off over time, if
not immediately,' say some lawmakers.
'With the new rapport that' the
chancellor and the presidents have with
the legislature, the university will become
a greater priority, and when that hap-
pens more money will follow," said
Rep. Stephen M. Bost, D-Orono, co-
chairperson of the Education
etimmittee.
For his part, Chancellor Robert M.
Woodbury says school officials
recognize, "You don't build a university
in one year or one day, so you try to
build a case for a long-term commit-
ment." -
This new spirit of cooperation bet-
ween lawmakers and university ad-
ministrators may be tested soon because
the university is asking for about 823
,nuallion in additional. funding for each of
the next two fiscal years.
Gov. John R. McKernan Jr., saying
money is scarce, has recommended
about Ell million for each year. That
would bring the state's commitment to
the seven-campus system up to more
than 8121 million by mid-I989.
Says Woodbury: "It's important that
you don't stand up and say, 'If we don't
get everything we asked for, then we will
not play ball:
"You take whatever your increased
allocation is and use that in as balanced
way as you can to keep the momentum
going." The "momentum" began last
year when the Legislature came up with
a special 815 million allocation at the
urging of a blue-ribbon commission.
Recent comments by Woodbury and
Bost are in sharp contrast to the ex-
changes that occurred between
lawmakers and the two chancellors who
some occupied the position after it was
created in 1968.
Student poll may
by Dave Greely
Staff Writer
A student poll, which includes a ques-
tion concerning a special fall election for
student government president, may be
held on Tuesday, said Tamara Davis,-
chaiperson of the Fair Elections and
Practices Committee.
The poll, initially scheduled for last
Thursday, was postponed due to a lack
of volunteers to run the pol15.
"We're trying for Tuesday," Davis
said.
She planned to hold a meeting yester-
day to discuss having a poll Tuesday.
"I've already got quite a few
volunteers." .
If the student initiative passes, there
will be a fall election which student
government president Christopher
Boothby would have to win to maintain
his presidency.
Boothby said that he hopes the, whole
thing will eventually be dropped.
"I'd love it to be dropped," he said.
"But what I'd like and what might hap-
pen could be two different things."
Garry Higgins, off-campus senator,
said he thinks the poll will eventually be
held.
"I think it will ultimately have to go
Riverplex Apartments
Riverplex Apartments, half mile from campus is now taking
deposits for four apartments available for September. Two
two bedrooms and two three bedrooms. Includes heat and
hot water, stove, refrigerator and disposal, laundry facilities,
nice view of river, $525-600 monthly. One year's lease, pay-
ment is monthly, 866-4052.
Dr. Records End-of-Year Clearance
>INSANE Pft/CES
April 22nd thru May 2nd
EVERYTHING in stock reduced!
All new LP's and CD's -
Buy 2, get Si off second ,\
--+ Used LP's - Buy 3 get SI off (
—P Top line cassettes (5.99 & up)
SI off
Budget cassettes - 3 for $11
Blank tape - Buy 10 save 10%
Or. Records - 20 Main Street
866-7874
Open Thurs & Fri:til 8 p.m.
Some observors trace the strained rela-
tions that marked the tenures of Donald
R. McNeil (1968-1975) and Patrick
McCarthy (1975-1986) to drastic budget
cuts under Gov. James B. Longley.
"I don't think he (Longley) liked the
university, " said Senator Michael
Pearson, D-Orono, co-chairperson of
the Appropriations Committee. "He cut
their funds unnecessarily deep, alnd they
have been recovering from it ever
since."
Often in the past, frustrated college
administrators and legisltures clashed
annually at budget hearings, when the
chancellor and one or two of university
trustees appeared before the Education
and Appropriations committees-. Ad-
minstrators and trustees complained the
university was not receiving enough
money, while lawmakers said college of-
ficials were defensive and often evasive.
Legislators "saw the university presen-
tation as the most arrogant presentation
be held
to the polls." he said.
Boothby said that the student in-
itiative was initially drawn up by people
who want another chance at beating him
in an election.
"The people who proposed it did so
as a way to run against me in the
fall," he said.
Higgins said that Boothby is "a little
paranoid." 
-
"He's a little paranoid and he should
be," he said. "Nobody really wants
him as president. There were 500
students who were more than willing to
sign the student initiative. Twenty
senators also signed a petition calling for
his immediate resignation which he
refused to acknowledge."
Boothby said that the ongoing con-
of any beaurocracy," said former Sen.
Kenneth Hayes of Veazie, a political
science professor at the Ornono campus.
"The university demonstrated little or
no expertise in public relations or the
political process," said House Majori-
ty Leader John Diamond .cif Bangor.
Compounding the problem said
Hayes was the fact that many legislators
do not understand higher education or
the operation of the university, and they
were suspicious of a.budget that tradi-
tionally has been presented with few
details.
But all that seems to be changing
under Woodbury and President Dale W.
Lick, who have set a tone in their first
li)-months in office.
They have been quick to prcivide the
Legislature with information on the
budget and other matters, and they haNe
tried to understand the pressures facing
lawmakers who must allocate limited
money.
Tuesday
troversy is hurting student government.
"The longer it goes on, the more it is
going to hurt student government," he
said. "There has been a lot of un-
necessary time spent on it. It hurts
because we can't operate at 100 percent
when we could be doing more important
things."
Higgins said, "The thing that is hur-
ting student government and ultimately
the student body are Boothby's anti-
student views."
"He won (the presidency) because
there were no legitimate contenders, "
he said.
Also on the poll will be questions ask-
ing the student body's opinion on the
issues of mandatory freshmen housing
and the student life fee.
0 American Heart Association
WERE FIGHTING FOR 'CUR LIFE 
University of Maine
GRADUATES
MILLER'S RED LION WILL: BE
SERVING FROM 2 P.M. ON
GRADUATION DAY... SATURDAY,
MAY 9TH. FOR RESERVATIONS:
945-5663
Red lion
427 MAIN STREET, BANGOR
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World/U.S. News
Groups vow to. fight death penalty
WASHINGTON (AP) — Civil right's
and religious groups, conceding the
Supreme Court has dealt opponents of
capital punishment a devastating set-
back, vowed Thursday to fight on in op-
posing the death penalty in America.
"We're disappointed. But we did not
fall into a deep abyss of despair," said
William Robinson, head of the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights Under law.
He told a news conference that civil
rights forces would try to develop
another broad-scale constitutional at-
tack on the death penalty "before the
mid-1990's" in a renewed effort to con-
vince the courts that capital punishment
is carried out in a racially biased fashion.
The Supreme Court on Wednesday
said state death penalty laws can be valid
despite statistics indicating they are car-
ried out in racially discriminatory ways.
The 5-4 decision upheld Georgia's
death penalty sYsteniiiiiathOUgh killers
of white people in that state are far more
likely to be condemned to death than
those who kill blacks.
The court said statistics indicating a
pattern of racial bias in sentencing con-
victed murderers is not enough to prove
constitutional violations. Defendants
must prove their own sentence was
tainted by such bias, the court said.
Henry Schwarzchild of the American
Civil Liberties Union said the ruling will
not mean "a bloodbath" for death row
inmates. There will be "no unusual or
gigantic rise" in executions but rather a
"progressive, slow and steady" increase,
he said.
Leigh Dingerson, head of the National
Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty,
said the court's ruling will strengthen the
determination of capital punishment
foes to turn wround.public opinion to
lobby for abolition in State legislatures.
Shultz urges NATO
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of
State George P. Shultz, assuring the
NATO allies that the United States has
an awesome and flexible nuclear arsenal,
said Thursday the West "shouldn't be
afraid to take yes for an answer to our
own proposal" for missile reductions.
In a move to persuade the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization to approve
\ the near-deal he worked out with Soviet
\ leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev, Shultz held
\open the possibility of trying to
• eliminate even the 100 medium-range
warheads the two sides have tentatively
agreed to keep.
Similarly, President Reagan said in a
statement that destroying all warheads
was "the preferred outcome" of the
United States and its allies. Reagan said
that would ease the problem of verify-
ing that a treaty was being observed.
The Soviets would keep the 100
warheads in Asia, targeted on Japan and
other Asian countries that have
pressured the United States to get them
removed. The 100 U.S. warheads might
be kept in Alaska, although the Soviets
are fighting hard to shift them elsewhere
in America.
Shultz last week delayed a final
response to Gorbachev until the allies
could consider the prospective U.S. pact
with Moscow. Some NATO officials, as
well as several members of Congress,
have expressed concern about not
deploying new U.S. nuclear weapons in
Western Europe.
Gorbachev offered also to destroy the
50 shorter-range launchers the Soviets
keep in "East Germany and
Czechslovakia, and indicated that
another 80 launchers on Soviet territory
also might be dismantled.
Seeking to allay Western concerns,
Shultz arranged for a goverirrnent-
sponsored telecast Thursday to Belgium,
Britain, Italy, the Netherlands and West
Germany in which he said "there are
many nuclear weapons left in Europe,
not considering the ones under discus-
sion. "
The secretary said those weapons and
others stored in the United States were
a basis for a "flexible response" policy
and that American nuclear capability
would still be "quite awesome."
He referred to the strategy of threaten-
ing the Soviets with a nuclear attack if
NEED SPACE?
FOR YOUR THINGS THIS SUMMER
11151MBriegmmin
Economical Self Storage
has the answer!
Call 848-5252
You store your own items in clean, dry & secure raoms, and you
alone have the key. Room sizes vary to accomodate your needs.
Open 7 days a week. Prices start at $20.00 a month.
We accept:
Within 5 minutes of Bangor, 3 miles from
Airport Mall on Union St., Hermon.
Mention this ad and get $10 off your 1st month!
She pledged a "grass roots" campaign
to overcome what she, said is "a
whitewash" of racism by the court.
Rep. John Conyers, D-Mich., said he
hoped Congress will become involved in
challenging the effects of the court's rul-
ing. But Conyers said he has not yet
developed a legislative strategy.
"The racially discriminatory history of
the death penalty in America is a well
known art of our history," he said.
The court's refusal to acknowledge that
fact "is a sad day for the criminal justice
system, for the constitution and for our
democratic values," he said.
Rev. Robert F. Drinan, a former con-
gressman and now a law school pro-
fessor at Georgetown University, said the
ruling "should galvanize" religious
groups to increase their efforts against
the death penalty. --
"There is a certain hyster4 about
crime in America" which can be over-
come by religious and moral leadership,
he said.
Death penalty supports, meanwhile,
hailed the court decision for removing
a major roadblock to many executions.
"I don't think there's many novel,
ridiculous arguments left to bring to try
and block the enforcement of criminal
justice in America," said Daniel
Popeo of the conservative Washington
Legal Foundation.
Wednesday's ruling dashed what many
death penalty opponents considered to
be their best chance of saving hundreds
of the nearly 1,900 men and women on
death rows nationwide.
Since the Supreme Court reinstated
capital punishment in 1976, 70 U.S.
prison inmates have been put to death
by electrocution, ._poison
squad coy lethal injection.
to approve deal
tney invaded western Europe with
ground forces.
In 1981, NATO endorsed the U.S.
negotiating position that all American
and Soviet medium-range warheads
should be destroyed.
Shultz said that if there were fears in
Western Europe of such an outcome in
the U.S.-Soviet negotiations that resum-
ed Thursday in Geneva, "they should be
put to, he side because the American
nuclea umbrella starting with our
strategic forces is awesome..."
Reagan also took an upbeat approach
in his statement, saying prospects for an
agreement on missiles had improved
even though there was "hard bargaining"
ahead in Geneva.
Juniors, Seniors &Grads...
GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!
APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...
• Bring a photocopy of
your School I.D.
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
• Catom '—
Date: April 20, 21, & 22
Time: 10:00 - 2:00
Place: Memorial Union 2nd Floor
CITIBAWO
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Sports
UMaine junior first in regionals
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
Debra Gracetta, a University of Maine
junior, took first place at the New
England regionals in pocket billards and
participated in the nationals in Phoenix
Arizona.
Gracetta, who has competed in the
regionals for the last three ye/1;s, took
first place her first year, third place her
second year, and first place again this
year.
The. 15 participants competing in the -
regionals go on an expense paid trip to
the nationals to meet and compete
against 14 other winners.
The 15 winners participating in the na-
tionals are national include international
competitors from such countries as
England. Canada, and Japan.
At the nationals part of the competi-
Goldman: first no-hitter
of season against Husson
ORONO, Maine (AP) — Junior lefthander George Goldman pitched a no-
hitter as the University of Maine pounded Husson College 9-0 Thursday in
the first game of a baseball doubleheader. Maine also won the second game,
7-2.
--Goldman; from Trumbull, Conn-4,strtickuut.12 and walked six en route
his no-hitter, only the fourth in University of Maine history.
Jeff Plympum pitched Maine's last no-hitter last season against St. Joseph's.
of Maine. - •
The Black Bears collected 10 hits in the nightcap, including two-run homers
by shortstop Mike Dutil in the second and third baseman Dan Etzweiler in
the fifth. Mike LeBlanc. the second of four Maine pitchers, won the second
game.
John Shaw. who gave up all nine runs — five of them unearned — took
the loss for Husson.
Goldman evened his record at 3-3 with the win, which pushed Maine to 19-17
on the season.
Husson is 7-5.
IDB
Refrigerator Renter
Take Notice!
Return your refrigerator to
any location listed below:
Stewart Complex
Monday, April 27 Gannett Basement•
Thursday, April 30 Gannett Basement'
Hilltop Cpmplex
Monday, April 27 Knox Basement
Friday, May 1 Knox Basement
Stodder Complex
Tuesday, April 28 Stodder Basement'
Saturday. May 2 Stodder Basement'
,York Complex
Wednesday, April. 29 Estabrooke Base.
Friday„ May_,1 _ 
_. 
Estabrooke Base.
,
Wells Complex
Thursday. April 30 Dunn Basement
Friday. May 1 Dunn Basement
• Designates SOUTH SIDE OF BUILDING
2:30 to 4:00
5:00 to 7:00
5:30 to 7:00
1:30 to 3:30
5.30 to 7:00
1:00 to 3:00
5:00 to 7:00
7:00 to 9:00
2:30 to 4:00
4:15 to 6:00
Receive your deposit refund
at that time
Call 581-1760 for further information
lion include's a round robin of 21 games
with seven rounds and three games per
person.
Points are scored for every game that
is won, said Gracetta, and the top four
go to the quarter finals.
According to Lou Trask, supervisor of
the game room, "the game is based on
double elimination. You can lose once
and still win the game."
"If you lose twice you are out of the
game," he added.
Other areas of competition at the
regionals were ping pong, chess, pool,
bowling, and backgammon.
These participants also go on to na-
tionals but in different parts of the coun-
try according to where their sponsors are
located, Graceffa said.
The trip to the nationals is sponsored
by the Memorial Union game room.
UMaine takes bike race
In the "Hell of the East" cycling race held at University of Maine at Far-
mington, UMaine had six riders finish in the top six.
Josh Smith had the race's best time: one hour, 13 minutes. Stacey Fontain
placed second; Ffrent Richardson, third; Dana Snyder, fourth; Baron Richard-
son, fifth; and Jim Novathy, sixth.
The race, which had Colby, Bates, U.M.F., and UMaine competeing against
one another, was 32 miles point to point.
UMaine had 18 riders start, with 15 finishing in the top 20. There was a total
of 70 riders.
The UMaine team will be competing in a race next week at Colby.
pAmerican HeartAssociation
We're Fighting For Your Life.
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